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President’s Corner
ROB GUTTRIDGE
“We’re not out of the woods yet”
don’t
know how
or when that
phrase
became
a caution
against a
premature
sense of
relief, a
warning
against
relaxing
one’s guard too soon, why the woods
were seen as a place to be gotten
out of, rather than a place where one
could rest safely. It may be a literary
artifact, from fairy tales where the
protagonist lives in a castle, or at
least hopes to. There is definitely an
implication that one must get well out
of the woods before one can expect to
live happily ever after. As people are
said to do, in fairy tales.
I find the phrase ironic, because for
several years (and especially in the
last year-and-a-half) the woods have
been my refuge from all the stress
and noise of modern society. I happily
go into the woods to do some useful
work, get some fresh air, listen to
birdsong and the sounds of wind and
rushing water. I can get away from the
negative nonsense that pervades tele-

I

Quarterly Newsletter
vision, radio, and internet, and notice
the movements of clouds, and of the
birds that fly below them, and of the
treetops in the breezes.
We are in the midst of some very
trying circumstances, of various sorts.
So, unfortunately, are our forests.
With fire and ice and wind and
drought and scorching heat assailing
them, diseases and insect pests are
sure to take advantage of their weakened condition. For sure, it has been
one durn thing after another, and they
are still coming, with no relief in
sight. Every time we imagine there is
an end to the onslaught, every time
we see that we’ve made some progress, we seem to get another reminder
that “we’re not out of the woods yet”
to dampen our optimism.
It’s been said that life is struggle.
If being “out of the woods“ means no
longer needing to struggle, then by
that definition it would also mean being done with life: out of the woods,
and under the grass. I’m not ready to
be buried yet, so I think I’ll keep going into the woods. I know there are
bears and cougars in those woods that
I go to, but they live there, and we’ve
gotten along together for quite awhile
now without them needing to eat me.
Compared to just about any place
where humans congregate, the woods
are a safe haven. Cougars kill a lot
less humans than other humans do,
and also vastly fewer than human
diseases do. And while it can be more
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annoying to have to protect myself
from a disease spread willy-nilly by
other humans than to protect myself
from wild animals, it isn’t really very
hard. So I’ll keep following my doctor’s advice to get my shots and wear
a mask whenever I need to be inside
with other people, so that I can keep
on going into the woods. I hope that
you will, too. There are bound to be
struggles in life, but if we help each
other, and take care of ourselves as
well, we can keep on getting through
them. n
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Christmas Tree Heat Damage
GARY BUSH

P

eople have been asking how my
Christmas trees have fared during
the heat crisis. They see all the red
needles on the fir and cedar along the
roads and want to know how much
damage I have found and if I am going
to have product to sell at Christmas.
The short answer is yes; but how
many is a lot harder to determine as I
am writing this article! The doug-fir
have fared the best so far, with minimal damage to the southwest side
and most of that has been sheared out.
There is more heat to come and I am
worried that the interior needles will
die back and when they are shaken at
harvest, all of the inside needles will
fall out. Right now, they look good.
The nobles took a bad hit, but

quite a few have little
to no damage. It is
hit or miss as I walk
the rows…some have red needles on
the SW side of the tree with a few
dead tips on the top 1/3 and a bunch
of droopy tips about 3 in. long. These
are easily clipped off making the
tree look okay. Shearing didn’t take
enough of the red out, so it looks like I
am going to have to paint the worst of
them. I hope the ones that have minor
damage will perk up with the fall rain
that EVERYONE hopes comes sooner
than later this year.
I lost 100% of the noble seedlings
I planted this spring. Talking to other
growers and from I have seen driving
around, I am not the only one. According to the National States Service,
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growers were expected to plant 5.83
million trees in 2021. I am guessing
that at least 2 million or more died
and will have to be replanted. This
will set farmers back two years in
their rotation as catching up with the
shortage of nobles in the market will
take a little longer. This will cause the
prices to stay high.
When I reordered replacement
seedlings for next year, I asked how
the seedlings fared and was told that
the seedbeds were covered with shade
cloth and the seedlings are doing fine.
The doug-fir that I saw planted this
spring seem to be doing okay, so I
am going to plant only 500 noble and
2000 doug and see if I can get some
trees to live next year. n
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Out in the Forest at Hopkins...
PETER MATZKA

H

istoric! This word definitely
summarizes the last 12 months
out here at the Hopkins Demonstration Forest and possibly on your
own land, too. Covid-19 aside, the
historic weather events had some
major impacts that brought significant
change to our forest. Those changes,
however, were accompanied by some
positive changes and new infrastructure for the public visitors and school
groups to enjoy, and are historic by
their own nature too.
First, many of you (including
Hopkins) were affected by the
’historic’ Labor Day Fires, experiencing a loss of property, wind
damage or the need to evacuate. After
the fire perimeters were contained,
evacuation orders lifted, and the
threat ultimately extinguished due
to significant and ‘historic’ rainfall,
we had a lot of learning to do (and
we did). Even though at Hopkins we
didn’t experience any loss due to the
fires, we learned we need to evaluate
and improve our fire preparedness
and readiness plans, something you
may have discovered as well. Now is
definitely the time to prepare.
Next, after the fall fires, the winter
season set in and dropped a ‘historic’
1.5 inch layer of ice across the valley
forests in mid-February resulting in
major tree damage, extended power
outages and a mess to clean up. Here
at Hopkins, this thick ice coating
took down mostly suppressed trees
in our older managed stands, but the
younger (10–20-year-old) stands
were impacted the most. Many of our
smaller trees and young plantations
were overtaken by the weight of the
ice and entangled brush. Additionally, our Red Alder Demonstration
Area was a management unit that
was decimated by this ice event. It is

a total loss (more to come on some
learning there). For a month after, we
successfully cut and cleared our way
out of the ice storm damage to reopen
roads and trails for public access and
continued on to plant the new 7-acre
clear-cut with a mix of western red
cedar and Douglas-fir shortly after.
However, the new seedlings encountered a record (might I say ‘historic’)
low rain fall for the spring which was
accompanied by a dry east wind event
which resulted in seedling mortal-

ity. Then the late June heat bubble,
with a recorded high of 115 degrees
over 3 days, unfortunately finished
off the remainder. The entire 7-acre
reforestation area was impacted and
will need to be replanted again next
winter. Yes, this past year has been
historic, difficult, and unprecedented.
However, forests and those that manage them are resilient!
So where are the positive changes
that I alluded to earlier, and their ‘historic’ status? As with most things, we
can always find some good (lessons
learned) and here at Hopkins there is
a lot of brightness emerging through
all the darkness we’ve encountered
this year. Through the fire, smoke,
ice and heat we have had a couple
of positive additions to the forest,
and they are ‘historic’. Two historic
structures have been revitalized here
at Hopkins during the past 12 months:
the completion of the 1954 Clatskanie
Mountain Lookout Tower (pictured),
and the Molalla Log House (ca. 1795
and near final restoration). These two
structures have added to the diversity
and uniqueness of what we offer to
those that come to explore and learn.
Look for more updates on these
amazing accomplishments and how
through some difficult moments we
found time to keep moving forward.
Until then, hope to see you out in the
forest! n

Looking for Forestland to Buy
and Manage Conscientiously
• 100+ Acres
• Perennial Stream
• Within 1 hour drive of Canby
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Contact: Jen Gorski
Window in the Fence, LLC
Email: window@canby.com
Phone: 503-250-4046
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Clackamas River Basin Water
Temperature Monitoring Study 2021-2023
DAVE BUGNI, CCFFA Board
Member & CRBC Board Member

stall water temperature sensors (data
loggers) across much of the lower
Clackamas River basin to begin such
a study (refer to Photo 1). This is a
summary of those efforts, why they
are important and what new information such a study will eventually
produce. Small woodland owners are
playing a key role in this study.
Water temperatures in riverine
systems play a critical role in the viability and survivability of aquatic life,
particularly coldwater fish species
such as salmonids (including steelhead and bull trout). Stream temperatures vary temporally and spatially
across the basin. Causal factors for
such variations include: varying solar
input (which impacts both the water

T

he importance of temperature in
defining aquatic environments is
arguably second only to the presence
of water. Currently, no one has done
a comprehensive study of how water
temperature varies across the entire
Clackamas River basin through both
space and time. With the climate
changing and its effect on our area
becoming quite pronounced, it is
imperative such a study take place.
Beginning on June 20th, myself and
several other volunteers, including
another CCFFA board member and
two members of the Clackamas River
Basin Council (CRBC) began to in-

Purchasing alder, maple and ash saw logs,
pulp logs, and timber. Also hemlock saw
logs and timber.
Centralia, WA

(360) 736-2811

Longview, WA

(360) 577-6678

Mount Vernon, WA

(360) 428-8583

Eugene, OR

(541) 689-2581

Coos Bay, OR

(541) 267-0419

Garibaldi, OR

(503) 322-3367
CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

and surface air temperatures and is
also a function of vegetation canopy
cover or other shading mechanisms),
stream geometry (e.g. relative size
and width-to-depth ratio), aspect,
channel dynamism, flow rates,
groundwater input, local climate, natural disturbances (e.g. wildfire) and
human-caused factors (e.g. development and water withdrawal). These
factors also are closely tied to annual
precipitation and geomorphological
considerations (e.g. elevation and gradient). All these factors vary greatly
across the basin, and when considered
in combination, arguably unlike any
other basin of similar size in Oregon.
The principal goal of this study
will be to determine the spatial and
temporal variations of water temperature within the basin. And, specifically, how such variations relate to
the abundance and composition of
the native fish community. Those
of us who manage small woodlands
with fish bearing streams know how
they daily and seasonally fluctuate in
terms of flow and temperature, and
why such things are so important to
better understand. Knowing sources
of coldwater in the basin will aid in
determining the likely or preferred
distribution of fish during their
spawning and rearing life stages. In
a general sense, this information can
be used to identify strategic actions to
protect, enhance and restore, where
possible, thermal habitat and coldwater refuges. Actions identified and implemented are important for optimal
climate resiliency and stewardship
of our Clackamas River basin, which
provides drinking water for 10% of
Oregon’s population and is important
for salmon recovery within the Willamette River and Lower Columbia
River Basins. On average, rearing salmonids and other coldwater species
will tend to seek out the coldest and
otherwise most conducive habitat;
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Photo 1: Dave Bugni with the array of 32 water temperature sensors and the
housings needed to protect them, given the various sensor types provided and the
varying conditions in which they will be installed. Sensors (three types: Onset U-22,
MX2201 and MX2203) are in the foreground and their white (to reflect any
incoming solar radiation), PVC pipe protective housings in the background.
Various anchoring schemes are also employed.

therefore, this study will also aid in
fish habitat restoration measures to
allow planners to place such efforts
where the fish are most likely to be,
both now and in the future, thus maximizing benefit-to-costs ratios. Again,
for small woodland owners with
fish-bearing streams, this information will guide us to help address the
problems of warming waters and aid
in our own stream restoration efforts.
As climate change continues, locating
reliable sources of cold water (on a
larger scale) will help in developing
public policy to implement protection measures to ensure, in a relative
sense, that such sources will remain.
This past winter and spring during
the planning process for this project,
it was thought that a multiyear study
will have a greater chance of capturing a year with warmer temperatures
than a study focused on a single
year’s summer months; thus, a threeyear timeframe was selected. Little
did we know that the temperatures
in late June would break all modern
records and thus provide us with a
glimpse of what may happen again in

the future. We were fortunate to have
all but one of our sensors installed

and operating to capture the effects of
this extreme temperature rise. These
high water temperatures cause fish to
become quite stressed. In “Summer is
harder on fish than most realize”, by
Bill Monroe of the Oregonian, he related that “Ben Walczak, district fish
biologist for the Oregon Department
of Fish & Wildlife (ODFW), reported
the deaths of nearly 100 adult spring
chinook in the Clackamas River
during the record heat in late June.
Stress from the heated water—up
to 75 degrees in some stretches—
brought on an eruption of columnaris,
a bacterial disease commonly active
in warm water. Worse, Walczak said
warm temperatures are also killing
baby salmon and steelhead; up to 1%
per day of youngsters in hatchery
ponds.”
To create a comprehensive,
.................... continued on the next page

Clackamas County Parks and Forest is pleased to support the
Clackamas County Farm Forestry Association. As a forest land
steward, we are proud that our sustainable forest management
program helps to ensure that our timberlands are grown and
harvested in a manner that is environmentally sensitive, provides
community benefit and is economically viable. The revenue
generated from the sale of timber on County-owned forest lands
directly supports the County Parks program.

The County Forest Program is currently looking for timberland of
any age to enhance its portfolio and long term management
strategy. Please contact the Clackamas County Forester if you
have or know someone interested in selling or donating their
timberlands to
For more info contact
Clackamas County
Andrew Dobmeier,
Parks and Forest
County Forester,
adobmeier@clackamas.us
program.
phone 503-742-4425.
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basin-wide water temperature map,
we installed 32 sensors primarily in
the lower Clackamas River, which is
defined as below River Mill Dam, and
also a few within its middle reach,
and a number of the tributaries that
flow into the lower Clackamas River
(refer to Figure 1). Data from these
32 sensors will be combined with that
from 44 existing water temperature
sensors, primarily within watersheds
in the middle and upper Clackamas,
which are maintained by the US
Geological Survey, PGE, US Forest
Service, Clackamas Water Environment Services, Oregon Department of
Fish & Wildlife (ODFW), and the US
Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS),
please also refer to Figure 1. All the
32 new sensors were donated to us by
Trout Unlimited, USFWS, ODFW,
PGE, Port Blakeley, CRBC, as well
as a couple of families. Several CCFFA members graciously allowed a
sensor to be placed within the respective creek that flows through each of
their properties. This fall, volunteers
will begin to reduce the data from
these 76 sensors and make it available
to others to study. Data acquisition
and temperature calibration protocols
established by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality were
followed to ensure data integrity.
Streams within the Eagle, Clear,
Deep, Richardson, Rock and Foster
creek watersheds had sensors deployed within them and are currently
operating, recording data at 30 minute
intervals, 24 hours a day, and will
be retrieved from their submerged
locations after October 1st. The data
from these 76 sensors will then be
combined to produce, among other
deliverables, a water temperature map
using the Northwest Stream Temperature (NorWeST) modeling tools provided by the Air, Water, and Aquatic
Environments (AWAE) research
program, which is one of eight Sci-

Figure 1: Current (by others) and newly-deployed water temperature sensor
locations within the Clackamas River basin. Clackamas River basin as defined by
ecoregion. Base map courtesy of the “Watershed Restoration for Native Fish’
Populations, Strategic Restoration Action Plan,” by the Clackamas Partnership,
July 2018.

ence Program areas within the Rocky
Mountain Research Station of the US
Forest Service: https://www.fs.fed.
us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/NorWeST.html. These data can also be
integrated into a functional, common
database and used to parameterize a
spatial statistical network model that
enables accurate predictions among
temperature measurement sites. The
temperature model can then be used
to develop a set of high-resolution (1
kilometer) digital maps that represent
historical and future climate scenarios
in all streams. Our intent is to make
CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

this data available to all interested
persons, or to integrate it into other
studies where water temperatures are
important.
We cannot wait to retrieve these
water temperature sensors and begin
to analyze all the information they
will provide us. We will learn more
about our Clackamas River basin and,
thus, become better stewards of it.
As small woodland owners, we are
instrumental in this effort and should
do all we can to allow the aquatic life
within our streams to thrive. n
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Himalayan Blackberries: Good for Pie,
Bad for Timber Production
JUSTIN COOLEY &
LISA KILDERS

I

f you have newly replanted acreage
or are trying to keep an access road
clear, then you know the challenge of
controlling the Himalayan blackberry. These plants are invasive weeds.
They compete with young conifers
for moisture and light. They form
dense stands that limit habitat for
birds and wildlife. They block access
for recreation or management and are
ladder fuel for wildfire. In short, they
are a problem.

For anyone controlling invasive
weeds please follow this advice, read
the label on the pesticide container. THE LABEL IS THE LAW. Also
note that trade names mentioned in
this article are not an endorsement
of a specific product, but a common
example.
There are several methods of
control for blackberry, but with all
methods, the key is patience and
persistence. Due to the difficulties
associated with control, systemic
herbicides are often a component in
management. Chemical use is most
successful on young canes but only
after the shoots reach at least 3 feet in
height.
The best time of year for chemical

application is fall after the Douglasfir buds have hardened off and
before the first hard frost of the fall.
Additional reasons for waiting until
this time of year include avoiding
nesting birds in the spring and flowers/fruit for wildlife and people in
the summer. Plus, systemic herbicides are more effective when the
plant is taking food from the leaves
into the roots for winter storage.

Over The Top Method
Glyphosate-based products such
as Rodeo and Glyphosate 5.4 are excellent choices for controlling blackberry that is growing around and over
Douglas fir trees. Be sure the product
label lists “over the top” application
in conifer stands as an approved
use. An “over the top” application is
a broadcast application where you
do not have to avoid the desirable
conifers. Application rates for most
glyphosate-based products are 0.75 to
1.5 quarts per acre.

Spraying over the top of desirable
trees can be nerve-racking at first,
but the time and cost savings are well
worth it. Before using this method,
however, make sure your trees have
been in the ground for at least one
year and the resting buds are hardened off.
Surfactant selection and application rate are critical in spraying
“over the top”. Adding too much or
the wrong surfactant will injure or
kill the trees you are trying free from
the blackberry. Application rates for
nonionic surfactants like Syl-Coat
are usually 0.5 ounces per acre. Other
.................... continued on the next page

TRUSTWORTHY, QUALITY LOGGING
Specializing in Small Woodland Properties

RS Wood Products
Randy Stone • 971-285-0458 • lane@molalla.net • Mulino
— AOL Certified —
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nonionic surfactants are also effective
but do not use more than 1 ounce per
acre. Make sure the surfactant label
lists “over the top” applications to
conifers as an approved use.
Once you have selected products,
turn your attention to your sprayer. Calibrating your equipment is
the only way to make sure you are
applying the tank mix at the correct
rate. Putting down more product and
surfactant than intended will damage your trees. Boom systems are
relatively easy to calibrate. Nozzle
manufacturers provide tables that
list gallons per acre by pressure and
travel speed.
If you are using a backpack
sprayer or a hose and gun system, the
application rate is going to depend on
the individual applicator. To calibrate,
start with a clean empty sprayer. Add
a measured amount of water to the
sprayer. Apply the water to a representative portion of your treatment
area just like you would apply the
tank mix. All you need to know is
how many gallons you applied and
the size of the area that you covered.
To calculate gallons per acre, divide
the square feet of treated area by

43,560 to arrive at
the acreage covered.
Then divide the
number of gallons
of water applied by
the acreage covered
to determine your
gallon per acre rate.

Special
Considerations
If you are using
a backpack sprayer or a smaller ATV
mounted unit, adding the correct
amount of surfactant to each load can
be challenging. Spraying to “wet”
usually means that the spray mixture
is applied at a rate of approximately
40 gallons per acre. If your backpack
holds 4 gallons that means you need
to add 0.1 ounces. Using measuring
cups for this process is not possible.
To avoid purchasing more precise
measuring devices consider diluting
the surfactant before adding it to the
tank. In this example, you could add
9 ounces of water and 1 ounce of
surfactant to a jar. After the water and
surfactant are mixed, you would add
1 ounce from the jar to each 4-gallon
load. Remember, always clearly label

15555 S. Hwy 211 Molalla, OR 97038

Buying logs / timber / timberland
Douglas-fir / Hemlock
Dylan Fritz, log buyer 360.477.6959
Office 503.829.9131 Fax 503.829.5481
Other Interfor sawmill locations in Gilchrist, OR,
Port Angeles, WA and Beaver, WA

CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

containers to avoid accidents.
After applying your herbicides,
do not cut or mow the canes until
they turn brown. Results may not be
evident until the next spring so be
patient. Mow or cut dead canes to get
them on the ground. This will speed
up the decomposition process and
help eliminate material that can fuel
wildfires.

Manual/Mechanical
Manual removal of Himalayan
blackberry can be an effective control
option, but it is labor-intensive and
often a difficult and painful process.
It is easy to pull small seedlings using
thick gloves, but mature plants are
difficult to remove. Cut mature plants
at ground level using hand tools or
brush mowers. Once cut, roots can
be grubbed out using a Pulaski, a
mattock, shovel, or Shrub Buster. It
is important to remove as much of
the root mass as possible to prevent
resprouting.
While effective, this process
heavily disturbs soils and increases
the possibility of erosion. Therefore,
we do not recommend this process on
steep or unstable soils.
The manual process requires diligence to be effective. You must regularly follow up to remove resprouts
and seedlings. Unless repeated regularly and over several years, cutting
alone will not eliminate blackberry.
However, brush mowing in combination with chemical control can greatly
improve your success rate. n
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Notes from a Former Tree Farmer
JEAN McCLOSKEY

I

have just come back from signing
the final papers that make me no
longer a tree farmer. My grandson,
along with his parents, are the new
owners of my final 20 acres. I had
been a tree farmer since 1981 when I
acquired 65 acres of our original tree
farm in a divorce. At that time I didn’t
even know the difference between a
Douglas-fir, a hemlock, and a cedar. I
truly knew nothing about tree farming. I had been busy taking care of my
family in addition to a long teaching
career at Molalla Grade School and
I had never been an outdoor person. Now I have a plaque above my
computer that shows I was the CCFFA
Woodland Farmer of the Year in 1999.
I had a lot of help in achieving this
honor.
My learning about tree farming
began one day when one of my sons
came into the house and told me about
his plan to thin some cedar. What did I
think about that? I had no idea! That is
when I began to learn what great help
is available in Clackamas County for
beginning tree farmers. I called our
Extension agent, and he was available
to come out and help me decide what
I should do. (Now there are many
experienced volunteers who do that.)
Since then my whole family has

taken advantage of the many learning
experiences that are available. We
went on many tours. There we could
see how the more experienced tree
farmers accomplished their objectives.
And often we could hear someone
say, “Well the way I would do that
is…” So the tours were always quite a
great learning experience. Every year
we looked forward to Tree School.
We learned to get our registration in
early so we could get our first choice
of classes. However even if we didn’t,
we soon discovered that all of the
classes were very informative. One
year I learned about feral pigs and the
problems they cause. I was always
amazed at the quality of instructors
who taught the classes. My two
daughters and I volunteered at Tree
School—a good way to get acquainted with those involved.
Not only did I learn how to
improve my stand of timber, but I
learned how to conduct a meeting
when I was elected President of the
Clackamas County Farm Forestry
Association. Of course the Association
only knew me as a tree farmer and
as a retired teacher. Again I had lots
of help. I still remember at the first
meeting when Mike Bondi, Extension
Agent, whispered in my ear, “Jean,
you say this to get a motion accepted
and voted on.” It was also Mike Bondi

who convinced me that an old dog
can learn new tricks when I took the
Master Woodland Manager class in
my seventies. Over the years not only
did I learn a lot, but I have made some
wonderful friends.
I am no longer a tree farmer, but it
was a great experience thanks to all of
the help that is available for someone
like me. n

PORTLAND FORESTERS – 503-222-9772
Scott Ferguson
Barry Sims
Mike Messier
Mindy Laird-Garcia
CORVALLIS FORESTERS – 541-435-0383
Mark Miller
Matt Fehrenbacher
Shane Hetzler
Pamela Hines, Office Manager – 503-409-2888
info@troutmountain.com

CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas
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OSU Extension Forestry Update
GLENN AHRENS, Extension Forester, Clackamas, Marion, and
Hood River Counties

Tree School into the Future

T

ree School Online has been a
big success, thanks to a great
collaboration with the Oregon Forest
Resources Institute (OFRI) and the
Partnership for Forestry Education.
From April 21, 2020 through June 15,
2021, we were able to deliver 47 Tree
School Online webinars and build a
nice library of education resources to
support successful woodland management. Between the live webinars and
views of the recordings on Youtube,
Tree School Online classes have been
viewed over 10,000 times.

We know that online education
does not work for everyone, and there
is no substitute for many aspects of
in-person education. Online education does have some advantages
however, and we plan to continue
offering classes online even after we
get back to teaching in-person. We
took a break for the summer after the
last Tree School Online class in June.
Now we are working with our OSU
Extension colleagues across the state
along with OFRI and other partners to
plan a new series of webinars starting
in fall 2021. We hope that those of
you who can will continue to utilize
the virtual classes. Please feel free
to reach out to me or Amanda if you
have suggestions or need support to

access our online resources.
While COVID made us develop
new ways of doing things, we look
forward to the day that we can all get
back together at Clackamas Community College and Hopkins Demonstration Forest for Tree School in person.
The future for Tree School in-person
is still uncertain, but we are being
optimistic and starting to plan Tree
School at Clackamas Community
College in March 2022. At this stage,
we are working on ideas for classes
covering the basic essential topics as
well as emerging issues and needs.
Please send us your ideas and
suggestions for Tree School. Let
us know if you would like to join
a virtual brainstorming session
to develop future classes. Contact
amanda.brenner@oregonstate.edu

Growing, harvesting, and marketing Douglas-fir utility poles at
Hopkins Demonstration Forest

P

Looking forward to filling another Tree School at Clackamas Community College in
2022.

COMPLETE FOREST MANAGEMENT
Timber Cruising & Appraisal • Harvest Management
Forest Management Planning • Log Marketing • Reforestation

503-819-8022

elkhornforestry.com

Check us out on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram

CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

art of what we call the Hillside
Forest stand at Hopkins Demonstration Forest has been thinned
three times over 30 years in order to
produce high-value pole timber. The
idea is that periodic light thinning
will maintain tree crowns and growth
rates to produce tall, large diameter
trees with medium taper. This type of
Douglas-fir tree is a good candidate
for making utility poles (for power
transmission lines) and the values for
these extra-long logs are often much
higher than that for sawlogs. Also, the
market for pole timber is much more
stable than that for sawlogs. The pole
stand at Hopkins is now about 85
years old and many of the trees have
potential to make poles of 90 feet or
longer.
The pole management demonstration area at Hopkins is due for another
thinning and we plan to extract some
high-value utility poles this time
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Forester and pole buyer Ken Nygren measuring pole timber at Hopkins.

around. Ken Nygren, consulting forester for White Oak Natural Resource
Services and experienced pole buyer,
shared his knowledge about growing,
harvesting, and marketing Douglas-fir
pole timber on a field workshop in
July 2021. Ken will also be helping
us select pole-quality trees and plan
for harvesting and transport as part of
the actual timber sale later this year.
Look for the announcement of another
field workshop to see how it all works
when this timber sale is in progress.

OSU Master Woodland Manager
Training 2022

W

e are planning to offer the
OSU Extension Master Woodland Manager Training (MWM) in
spring of 2022. After having to cancel
MWM training twice due to Covid,

we are planning this as a regional
training covering Clackamas, Marion, Linn, Benton, and Polk Counties.
Class locations will include Hopkins
Demonstration Forest, OSU College
Forests, the Oregon Garden, and other
field sites around the region. Dates are
planned for April 2-June 25, 2022.
As this is an advanced program,
prior woodland management experience and/or education (e.g. participation in the Basic Woodland Management course, other Introductory Forest
Management courses or Tree School)
is recommended.
The Master Woodland Manager
(MWM) program will help you gain
important skills for tending your forest and provide you with opportunities
to share your passion for stewardship
with others while learning from topic

Master Woodland Managers learning about uneven-aged management.
CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

experts from across the state.
The MWM training is offered by
OSU Forestry and Natural Resources Extension, in collaboration with
local partners and with support from
Oregon Forest Resources Institute
(OFRI). This support allows us to
offer the training at a low cost to participants ($100). In return, graduates
commit to give an equivalent number
of class hours (approximately 60) in
volunteer service.
Registration for this class is by
application only. If you are interested in applying, please contact Glenn
Ahrens, your Extension Forester for
Clackamas, Marion & Hood River
Co. to receive an application glenn.
ahrens@oregonstate.edu 503-6558631.

CCFFA Community Forestry
Day at Hopkins Demonstration
Forest, October 9, 2021

C

CFFA has been an important
partner with Forests Forever,
Inc. throughout the 30 year history of
Hopkins Demonstration Forest. CCFFA members are invited to the Community Forestry Day at Hopkins on
October 9, 2021, 8:30am-2:00pm.
The monthly Community Forestry
Day at Hopkins are an opportunity
to engage volunteers in the diversity
of tasks involved with caring for the
140-acre woodland. In October, the
Hopkins CFD will focus on working
with CCFFA members on important
projects. This year’s projects include:
• Yarding western redcedar logs
salvaged from the ice storm to be
staged at the sawmill.
• Using the WoodMizer to mill
western redcedar logs to make siding
for the new equipment shed.
• Assessment of ice damage and
planning salvage, cleanup, and future
management actions within selected

.................... continued on the next page
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stand units.
• Volunteers having confidence in
their chainsaw skills are welcome to
help with ongoing salvage and cleanup of down trees.
A delicious lunch will be provided. Registration is requested so we
know you are coming. Contact Jean
at 503-655-8631 or jean.bremer@
oregonstate.edu
For more information about this
and other events at Hopkins, contact
peter.matzka@oregonstate.edu. n

CCFFA members building stairs at Hopkins Community Forestry Day.

FURTHER READING:

Young stands damaged by fire or ice: https://extension.oregonstate.edu/forests/fire/
treatment-options-young-forest-stands-damaged-fire-or-ice
Two related pieces by Brad W-R. Yes, the June Heat Wave has hurt trees: https://
blogs.oregonstate.edu/treetopics/2021/07/15/yes-the-june-heat-wave-has-hurt-trees/
Report foliage scorch to help study of 2021 heat wave: https://blogs.oregonstate.edu/
treetopics/2021/07/15/report-foliage-scorch-to-help-study-of-2021-heat-wave/

Become a Friend of Hopkins TODAY!
...and help others learn about trees and forests

Help support the outreach program at the
Hopkins Demonstration Forest by becoming a
Friend of Hopkins! Memberships begin at $25.
If we all just give a little, we all can have a huge
impact for the community. All Friends donations go
directly to support our public outreach activities for
youth, forest owners, professional land managers,
and elected officials.
Contribution levels:
Friend $25
Steward $250

Supporter $50
Sponsor $500

Contributor $100
Other $

Thank you! Please mail your check to:
Forests Forever, Inc., PO Box 1320, Oregon City, OR 97045
or you can donate online via PayPal
demonstrationforest.org
Forests Forever, Incorporated is a tax-exempt charitable organization
under Section 501(c) (3) of the U.S. Internal Revenue

CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

Help needed to mill cedar logs at
Community Forestry Day.

Lazy B Timber Farm Tour
10am-12pm
Saturday September 25

Glenn Ahrens, your OSU Extension
Forester, will lead us on a tour of
2019 WFOY winner Lazy B Timber
Farm. Linda Buser and her son
Michael run this farm, and we will
view their successes, see where
they have run into challenges and
celebrate their perseverance.
40190 SE Porter Road, Estacada
Directions: From Estacada, take Hwy 224
E to Fall Creek Road, to Divers Road, to
Porter Road.
More detailed directions can be obtained
through Google Maps, Bing Maps, etc.
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Fire Preparedness in Clackamas County

O
AMANDA BRENNER, OSU
Extension Forestry Program
Assistant & Tree School
Coordinator, Clackamas Co.

A

s a response to last summer’s
wildfires, the OSU Extension
Fire Program led a series of webinars to promote wildfire awareness
and preparedness throughout Oregon. As part of the statewide “Fire
aware. Fire prepared.” (https://beav.
es/FAFP) program, the Clackamas
OSU Extension Forestry & Natural
Resources team worked with partners to offer “Fire Preparedness in
Clackamas County” last month (July
28) to provide information about fire
and emergency response specific to
Clackamas County.
If you missed the webinar, we
recorded the video and created a
list of resources to help guide you
through your wildfire preparedness
journey. In the video, you will hear
from representatives from OSU

Minten Graphics
Kim Minten, Graphic Designer

kminten@wvi.com
503-769-9683
Newsletters

Extension Forestry & Natural Resources, Clackamas Soil and Water
Conservation District, Hoodland Fire,
Clackamas Fire, Clackamas Disaster
Management, and more to learn about
wildfire preparedness in Clackamas
County.
Fire Prepared Clackamas County
video and resources: https://beav.
es/3Cg. n

We provide advisory and consulting services for
sustainable forestry projects.
• Good business practices promote good forestry.
• Check www.WorldForestInvestment.com for the latest properties available,
resume, and background information.
• If you have a forestland property that you have considered selling or
buying; we offer free consultation and will come look at your land.
• If you are settling an estate, let us do the job of getting you the best price
through forestland sales.
• Geography focus is the Pacific Northwest and Latin America
• With 40 years of experience in forestry work, we can offer solutions from
a practical forestry and financial standpoint.
Licensed Broker in Oregon and Washington. Professional Forester.

Mark.Willhite@juno.com

Business cards,
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n August 25, just before this
issue went to press, Jim
Schreiber passed away.
Ahead of deadline as always,
he had sent a request for pictures
to illustrate an article he planned
to write about useful tools for
small woodland owners. Jim
wrote many articles for this newsletter, served ably on committees,
and recruited and welcomed
many of our members, over many
years of generous service to CCFFA. Jim was the sort of person
one hopes for, but is rarely lucky
enough to get, as a board member,
a volunteer, a friend. He will be
sorely missed. We have no further
details at time of publication, just
sorrow. n

FORESTLAND INVESTMENTS
AND TRANSACTIONS

Logo design

Brochures

Jim Schreiber

Forester/Broker

503-412-8702
Solutions from a practical forestry and financial standpoint.

CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas
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Small Stand Thinning Tools and Tips
MARK WILLHITE

I

n the last issue of the Leader, I enjoyed the article on forestry tractor
attachments by Ryan Poteet. What
a great use for this publication—to
share the experiences and knowledge
we have. In that context, I have started
a commercial thinning project on my
property in Clarkes District and have
discovered something that I think will
be useful to members, though some of
you may already use it.
It is a logging cone for skidding
logs. I found it online some months
ago (www.northerntool.com). It is
as good as advertised. This tool has
probably increased my production,
efficiency, safety, and enjoyment by
multiple factors.

It solves the problem of your log
digging into the ground or getting
hung up as you yard it in. The cone
will go around rocks and stumps, and
through brush. If it does get hung up,
which is rare, it is usually just a matter
of twisting the cone or pulling it to the
side. After falling a tree for thinning,
I buck off the top and limb, then yard
the log to a landing.
A drawback to the cone, depending
on the situation; sometimes it is hard
to get the cone under the end of the
log, and get the chain around the log
to start yarding. But for small logs,
you can find away to make it work by
shifting the end of the log, or using
the cups on the rim of the cone to get

under the tree. A tree lever would also
work handily.
This is a great tool for someone
doing their own small log commercial
thinning. I didn’t want to pay shipping for the cone so I google searched
until finding one within a reasonable
driving distance that I could pick up
at Westech Rigging Supply in Salem,
who had one in stock. You’ll want to
get a 10’ chain as well that has one
hook end with a wide mouth for cinching the log, and the other hook narrow
to fit the chain link for attaching to the
yarding machine. Some people prefer
to use a cable choker instead of a
chain. I prefer the chain— it’s always
good to have an extra chain around.
Another option if you don’t want
to purchase the cone; Gilbert Shibley
just cut an old kayak in half and made
that work. Ingenious. The material
for the purchased skidding cone is the
same as for kayaks.
Many readers likely know far more
about this kind of project than me,
but others may find additional detail
interesting. If so, below is a summary
of the forest situation and conditions
under which I use the skidding cone
and other tools for a commercial
thinning.
I have 36 acres of 24-year old
Douglas-fir in Clackamas County. It
was planted in the 90’s and nothing
had been done since that time. The
previous owners planted after harvest and walked away, leaving the
young plantation to grow on its own.
I bought the property 5 years ago.
There are some gaps in the stocking
where the Douglas-fir didn’t get established, but that provides for different
vegetation and variety-who wants a
perfect forest anyway? I like having
the various hardwoods, shrubs, and
open areas. There are also 100-year
old residual trees scattered throughout

CCFFA Website: www.oswa.org/blog/clackamas

that provide habitat and character.
On the Douglas-fir areas to be
thinned, I did an inventory and found
I had about 160 trees/acre of “leave”
trees for the final harvest. These would
be the ones that expressed dominance
and are doing very well, outcompeting
the others. One hundred and sixty trees
is a bit light for a final stand. There are
also about 20-30 trees/acre of co-dominants or suppressed trees. My original
thought was to have the 20-30 trees/
acre commercial thinned by a contractor. But I didn’t have enough volume
per acre to make it work economically. I talked to logging contractors
specializing in commercial thinning
and a horse logger. The costs were
too high to recognize any net income.
Another consideration, the landings
would have had to be enlarged and
the roads would need to be widened
and straightened for log trucks, and I
would rather keep them the way they
are; suitable for pickup and utility vehicles. The current road system allows
me to manage the forest, including
commercial thinning. I can upgrade
the roads and landings in 20 years for
final harvest.
Additionally, if I had used the contract logger, he would have cleaned
out the other stems not harvested,
and I prefer to leave those to help in
shading. These include the suppressed
Douglas-fir, as well as hazel, cherry, and maple that have managed to
survive under the canopy. I know that
there are Scotch broom and blackberry seeds under the canopy and if the
shade was reduced, I would soon have
the scotch broom and blackberries
back.
My first option was to wait 10
years to let the stand grow more
volume, but that is not feasible at my
age. I wanted to do something now. I
decided to do the commercial thin myself and that has been a great decision.
My equipment is a XUV825 John
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Deere Gator with winch and 50’ cable,
extra 50’ of cable with hooks, snatch
block, small chainsaw, and miscellaneous hand tools. I can be anywhere
on the property and logging in 15
minutes.

Each potential take and leave tree
is carefully scrutinized. I am able to
fine tune the thinning to the microsite
and bring trees that would have been
commercially thinned into the leave
tree category to increase the stocking
level. I am using more of a European
approach. It is not a matter of working
through the stand once and being done
with the thinning, rather it is a continuous process. I expect it will involve
going over the entire property 3 times
during a 10 year time span, and taking
the most logical trees each time. In
ten years I expect to have a very nice,
fully stocked, managed 35-year old
Douglas-fir stand. I have rocked roads
as well as dirt skid trails so can operate year around.

Another reason to thin around age
25 rather than age 35 or 40, I think
the crowns of the younger trees have
a better chance of filling in the open
space.
When operating the commercial
thin, one of the biggest challenges is
getting the cut trees felled and down
on the ground. Because I am typically
cutting a co-dominant tree that will
have interlocking crowns with adjacent trees they tend to stick together
at the crown level. This is what Barry
Sims at Trout Mountain forestry calls
“the Velcro effect”. The trees seem to
magically stick together. Sometimes
I have to winch the tree down, using
cable and a block. After topping and
limbing, again using the block and
cable, as well as rub trees, the logs
(typically 10-12” at the butt, and 3040’ long) are skidded to a landing or
road where I can buck them up for
firewood to sell or give away.
After each tree that is cut and
removed, I look at the stump to check
the growth rings to get an idea of how
the tree had been growing, and more
importantly, look up from the stump
to see how much crown space that
particular tree was using. This is very
helpful information in choosing the
next tree to thin. It doesn’t take long
to get a sense of the dynamics and
growth (mensuration) of the specific

stand.
I am getting better at the logging;
learning tricks and finding tools that
help. With 50’ of cable on the winch,
an additional 50’ of cable with hooks,
and falling to lead with the tree, I
could feasibly reach out 135’ for
yarding. Each tree is an engineering
challenge.
I’m happy to share more if you
have questions or suggestions.
On the subject of small log harvesting, Poteet also mentioned European and Scandinavian equipment
for woodlot owners. I totally agree.
A few years ago I attended ELMIA
in Sweden www.elmia.se. This is the
largest logging and forestry equipment
exposition in the world. It is held
every 4 years (pre-covid). One half
of the show is focused on small log
and woodland owner harvesting and
forestry equipment, the other half on
your typical industrial-sized machinery. There are dozens of booths displaying many other aspects of forestry. It truly is amazing what they come
up with. There is everything from
tractor mounted tools to self-powered
yarding sleds. We can learn a lot from
the Vikings when it comes to woodlands harvesting. Warning: the crowds
are pretty immense and the weather
can be nasty. But it is a trip that will
change your perspective on forestry.
Unrelated interesting tip, you know
about the historical aerial photography
on Google Earth. Did you know that
you can also get old aerial photography from the University of Oregon?
https://library.uoregon.edu/aerial-photography-collection. I found flights for
my Clarkes District parcel for years
1938 and 1948. It can be interesting
to see a snapshot of the property years
ago, especially when it comes to vegetative cover and road location. n
Mark Willhite, World Forest Investment,
Inc., Mark.Willhite@juno.com
503-412-8702
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Clackamas County Farm Forestry Assoc., Inc.
P.O. Box 783
Molalla, OR 97038

CCFFA Scholarship Award 2021
Dick Caldwell, CCFFA Scholarship Committee Chair

J

aden Beyer is the Clackamas County Farm Forestry Association’s 2021
scholarship recipient. Quoting from
her scholarship application we learn:
“Although COVID-19 and the rest of
the disasters of 2020 altered mine and
everyone else’s lives this past year, I
managed to stay on track. Western
Oregon University kept classes fully
online the 2020-21 school year, but I
decided to stay in Monmouth and work on campus and continue
as a full-time student all year long. I have held my GPA at a 3.97
while working more than 20 hours each week to pay for some of
my schooling. During fall term, I declared a dual degree of Sustainability and Business. This was very exciting for me because I
was unsure of what direction I wanted to turn to in college. Now
I know I want to keep sustainability in the for front of my life
and have a solid base in business. I recently started volunteering
at the Campus Garden to take advantage of what the earth can
provide for us if we treat it correctly. This applies perfectly to
my Sustainability major. I am taking 19 credits this term to get
myself a big step closer to my degrees, and plan to take summer
classes as well. At the end of my second year here I will have
140 credits completed. My goal is to graduate in four years even
with two degrees. This goal keeps me motivated and I cannot
wait to finish the rest of my higher education and dive into a
career that challenges and fulfills me throughout life. Clackamas
County Farm Forestry Association is an amazing organization.
I have always lived on a farm and ever since I was young have
enjoyed being outdoors and helping around the farm. Something
I found really interesting was my father’s job, forestry. I loved
to go to work with him and see how forest management works. I
even did a speech in fourth grade on how to properly fall a tree.
Fast forward nine years, and I am currently majoring in Sustainability where I have learned so much about forestry, farming,

and natural resources. The wildfires of 2020 were devastating to
many, but caring so much about the natural resources around us
was hard for me to deal with. My family and I were displaced for
over two weeks but luckily came home to little damage comparatively. I learned a lot about the fires and why they happened
through my sustainability classes here at WOU. A few months
ago in February, we were again hit with crazy weather; an ice
storm. Our property was severely damaged and the cleanup is
still ongoing and will be for months to come. Every time I come
home, I am getting my hands dirty on the farm to help out my
mother, Trilby Beyer, who is also my sponsor. Between the pandemic, the fires, and the ice storm I have learned so much, good
and bad. Learning has helped me cope with these disasters.
Learning motivates me and I want it to be a lifelong thing for
me, so a scholarship that would help pay for education would be
utilized and greatly appreciated. Education is important to me
and I am grateful for the opportunity to take more steps toward
my goal of being happy in my life and career, wherever it may
take me.”
From Jaden’s letter of recommendation, signed by Amanda
Bales, we learn: “Jaden has an intelligent optimism towards
work and life and is always available to help out even though
she always takes full time (18+) credit hours, works two jobs
on campus (managing over 20 hours per week) and volunteers
every week at WOU food pantry. In Mail Services, I require my
students to be self-starting, independent problem solvers and to
contribute their expertise and opinions as part of the team, and
she has become one of my most reliable and resourceful employees. Jaden is also invaluable in her position as a Desk Assistant
at the Residential Service Center on campus. Mail services and
the RSC work in tandem to run all of the mail on campus, so
when I call the RSC with questions, I’m always relieved when
Jaden answers the phone because I know that the task will get
done and the questions will get answered. Anyone would be
lucky to have her as an employee.”
Jaden will receive a $1,000 scholarship from CCFFA, as she
enrolls in college this fall. The scholarship committee encourages
the membership to continue funding the annual program which
started in 2006, and has now granted $26,000 in awards. n

